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Category:Industrial history of Georgia (country) Category:Former defence companies of Georgia (country)
Category:Technology companies of Georgia (country)Q: Start IPython Notebook and pass the command line argument using
subprocess.Popen I am trying to use subprocess.Popen to start a IPython Notebook with one command line argument. I got this
command, which is correct: ipython notebook --args=/users/tray/repo/home/ --profile= I'm trying to start this script as follows:
import subprocess subprocess.Popen('ipython notebook --args=/users/tray/repo/home/ --profile=', shell=True) but this is not
correct. It still starts a new notebook (not the one I want). Any help is appreciated. A: By default, if you want to start an existing
notebook, you must use the --existing flag. Try: subprocess.Popen('ipython notebook --existing --args=/users/tray/repo/home/
--profile=', shell=True) If you want to start a new notebook with the command you provided, you must make sure that the
command is executed in a shell, in which case you should use the following format: subprocess.Popen('sh -c "ipython notebook
--args=/users/tray/repo/home/ --profile="', shell=True) Update: The --existing flag was added in the last version of ipython,
whereas the shell=True parameter was added in the last release of IPython Notebook. So you can either update your IPython
Notebook or your version of ipython. Q: Add a new user in an ubuntu 18.04 server on a remote server using SSH? I have an
Ubuntu 18.04 server where I am trying to add a new user using SSH. Using the SSH server on the Ubuntu server, I can log in
using the username that is already in the server and I can use the sudo command. But I need to add a new user for another
person, since I am not a sudo user. Is there a way to add new users in Ubuntu 18.04 server using SSH? You can 82157476af
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